
Hand Sewing/EPP

English Paper Piecing (EPP) 
Or: Glue Is Your Friend


Instructor: Judy DeRungs


Location: In-person


Class Description 
Channel your inner Brit and learn the basics of English Paper Piecing (EPP). EPP is a traditional method 
of hand sewing that uses paper templates and a little glue to create perfectly formed shapes. Completed 
shapes can be appliqued to a top or sewn together to create decorative elements or even a whole quilt 
top! This technique easily yields precise results and makes great use of a quilter’s fabric stash. And, 
since no machine is needed, it is perfect for people on the go looking for an easy, portable, yet satisfying 
hobby. 


Then, take your learning to the next level with EPP 2 where you will learn about fussy cutting and 
working with mirrors to create amazing kaleidoscope-like quilts.


Skill Level 
Beginner. No prerequisite or piecing experience required.


Included in Class Fee 
Class fee covers instructor and facilities costs only. Pattern and project supplies need to be purchased 
separately before class. Please note that there may be some prep work to complete so give yourself 
enough time to do that prior to class.


Please complete before class: 
• Collect all your supplies and get ready to have fun!


Required Supplies 
• Acrylic diamond template and diamond paper pieces


• Add-a-quarter Plus ruler (6”) (Yellow or Pink)


• Glue pen and refills (Blue or Pink)


• Fabric scraps (at least 4 x 4”); fat quarters


• Hand sewing needle and thread to match above fabric


• Standard hand sewing tools: thimble, small scissors, rotary cutter (smaller than 60mm), small cutting 
mat (rotating, if you have one), 2-3 Wonder Clips or Sew Tiles, pins


• Fabric marker/pencil


• Pencil/paper 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https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/2-12-6-Pointed-Star-Template-Sue-Daley-x67470680.htm
https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/2-6-Point-Diamond-Paper-Pieces-75pcs-x67312330.htm
https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/Add-A-Quarter-Plus-6Yellow-x28661142.htm
https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/Add-A-Quarter-Ruler-6-PlusPink-x28661143.htm
https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/Fabric-Glue-Pen-Sewline-x21899344.htm
https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/Sewline-Fabric-Glue-Pen-Refills---2ct-Blue-x46245366.htm
https://www.treelotta.com/shop/c/p/Sewline-Fabric-Glue-Pen-Refills-2ct-Pink-x21899490.htm


Hand Sewing/EPP

We are a fragrance-free shop 
As a courtesy to individuals who may be sensitive to fragrances, we would like to ask that you refrain from 
wearing any perfumes, scented lotions or body sprays, or strong scents. Thank you. 

Class cancellation 
Classes fill up quickly and we often have a waiting list. If you cannot make it to class, please let us know at 
least four days in advance to receive store credit. Cancellations less than two days or no-shows will be 
charged full price.  

Please do not come to class if you are sick or if you are experiencing any fever, cough, shortness of breath, 
or any other flu/Covid-like symptoms. Call us at 303-997-4372. 

Classes with registration with fewer than three participants three days prior to class date may be cancelled 
by the instructor.  

In the event of inclement weather, the instructor will have the discretion to cancel class. 

Classes start on time. Please arrive 10-15 minutes early to get set up. Please note, if this class is scheduled 
when the shop is closed, we will lock the doors about 10-15 minutes after class begins. If you are running 
late, please give us a call at 303-997-4372 so we can let you in.  

Parking 
Parking is available in back. For after hours or weekend parking, you may also park in the Malley Senior Rec 
Center lot. Please do not park in this lot during weekday/9-5 as you will be ticketed.  

For All-Day Classes (6-8 hours) 
We will take a 30-45 minute break mid-day to allow for lunch. You are welcome to bring a lunch or order 
delivery and work on your projects during that break or take some time to stretch your legs and visit one of 
the many great restaurants in the area. 


Guests 
Please leave children, pets and friends at home. If you need special accommodations, please let us know.
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